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SCENTS OF
DISCOVERY
Our eyes show us the world, but what we breathe in 
brings us closer to it. At Voluspa, we handcraft scents 
filled with the essence of exotic locations, rare ingredients 
and unique experiences, and package them in vibrantly 
evocative designs that capture a true sense of place. 
Every fragrance enables a personal journey of discovery 
that brings the best of the world into your world and 
expands your horizons along the way. 
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THE JOURNEY 
OF A LIFETIME, 

AND A LIFETIME 
OF JOURNEYS

Our exquisite scents are born from rare, globally sourced 
ingredients of the highest quality and are rooted in our 

clean-burning, proprietary coconut wax blend— 
a first of its kind.

 Our fragrances, hand-poured in California with hand-set 
labels and 100% natural wicks, are encased in ornate 

packaging, designed in-house. These vessels serve as 
colorful pops of elegant decor, and can be repurposed 

and enjoyed long after the final flame.

A well-rounded combination of quality, artistry and global 
inspiration serve as the backbone of who we are. From our 

house, to your home...
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JASMINE MIDNIGHT
BLOOMS

INTRODUCING

Fragrant spells of Egyptian Jasmine, Tuberose, Moonflower & Dune Grass
overtake the senses, illuminating their long stems and arching petals...
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The ladies of the night arrive in full bloom,
sending fragrance throughout the night air 
like sweet secrets kissing the ear.
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JASMINE MIDNIGHT BLOOMS
Floral
Fragrant spells of Egyptian Jasmine, Tuberose, Moonflower & Dune Grass
overtake the senses, illuminating their long stems and arching petals.
The ladies of the night arrive in full bloom, blossoming with a bravado
of Dune Grass and Mango Wood. A bold fragrance, as intense
as its beauty.

JAPONICA: Jasmine Midnight Blooms
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JASMINE MIDNIGHT BLOOMS
Floral
Fragrant spells of Egyptian Jasmine, Tuberose, Moonflower & Dune Grass
overtake the senses, illuminating their long stems and arching petals.
The ladies of the night arrive in full bloom, blossoming with a bravado
of Dune Grass and Mango Wood. A bold fragrance, as intense
as its beauty.

PETITE JAR
#72434

SMALL JAR
#73534

DIFFUSER OIL
# 74134

REED DIFFUSER
#72534 

LARGE JAR
#72334

LUXE JAR
#73734

5 WICK HEARTH
#72834

CLASSIC CANDLE
#73434

ROOM SPRAY
#72734

3 WICK TIN
#72234

MINI TIN
#72134

JAPONICA: Jasmine Midnight Blooms

send render/line up to keri to fix coloring to be more stream-
lined
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A BOLD FRAGRANCE,
AS INTENSE AS ITS BEAUTY...
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JAPONICA
COLLECTION

THE ARTISANAL

Ignite your sense of adventure with the flick of a flame, lighting the path to  
Japonica Collection’s indulgent journey. Wander through these intoxicating  
fragrances to experience the warm amber sun and the aromatic infusion of  
lavender and woods. Deepening the journey, a freshly-picked cornucopia of  
tangy citrus fruits and sweet huckleberries rest in a fragrant bed of wildflowers-  
all mingling together to inspire enchantment and delight.

The Japonica Collection is characterized by distinctive packaging featuring  
luxe textures, embossed glass and brilliant color patterns with a metallic overlay - 
all details inspired by the fine art of Chiyogami Japanese papermaking. Artisanal  
in every respect, Japonica is designed for those who appreciate craftsmanship  
at every level. This palette of globally-inspired home fragrances will revive your  
senses, restoring you back to nature’s nirvana.
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PANJORE LYCHEE
Citrus/Fruity
A freshly-picked cornucopia of lush Lychee, crisp Cassis,  
fresh Melon and Asian Pear is the inspiration for this mouth- 
watering, cream of the crop scent. A daily serving from this  
juicy garden’s harvest will revitalize and enliven the ambiance.

PETITE JAR
#7246 

SMALL JAR
#7356

DIFFUSER OIL
#7416 

LUXE JAR
#7376

REED DIFFUSER
#7256 

LARGE JAR
#7236

JAPONICA: Panjore Lychee

5 WICK HEARTH
#7286

CLASSIC CANDLE
#7346

ROOM SPRAY
#7276

3 WICK TIN
#7226

MINI TIN
#7216
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KALAHARI
WATERMELION
Citrus/Fruity
As the sun peaks in the Kalahari desert, a labyrinth of monochromatic tones
transform heat into euphoria. The desert comes to life, inviting you to an
oasis of nourishment and vigor. A muddled libation of chilled Wild Watermelon,
Crisp Cucumber and Bailan Melon intermingle with a lounging sprig
of Holy Basil, exalted to perfection with a dash of White Cardamom
and Pressed Lime Zest. As Nirvana sets in, weinvite you to stay a while...

Available in: 
3 Wick Tin: #72227
Petite Jar: #72427
Large Jar: #72327
Reed Diffuser: #72527
5 Wick Hearth: #72827
Classic Candle: #73427
Small Jar: #73527
Mini Tin: #72127
Room & Body Spray: #72727

Not Pictured:
Luxe Jar: #73727
Diffuser Oil: #74127 

JAPONICA: Kalahari Watermelon
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SANTAL VANILLE
Gourmand
A veil of intoxicating Vanilla, exotic Oud and warmest Sandalwood  
mingle in a sensually smooth, creamy brulée, casting a quiet glow  
from lust-worthy, pearlescent glass as captivating as the fragrance.  
Vanilla lovers, you’re welcome.

PETITE JAR
#72420 

SMALL JAR
#73520 

REED DIFFUSER
#72520

LARGE JAR
#72320

LUXE JAR
#73720

JAPONICA: Santal Vanille

CLASSIC CANDLE
#73420

5 WICK HEARTH
#72820

ROOM SPRAY
#72720

 WICK TIN
#72220

MINI TIN
#72120
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MOKARA
Floral
Wander through an island garden and explore its meandering  
paths. Exotic blossoms of Orchid, Tuberose, Freesia and White 
Lily are edged with cooling Moss, sheltered under the shade of  
citrus trees; all gathered in a sultry, tropical bouquet of scent -  
creating a breath of fresh island air. 

Available in: 
3 Wick Tin: #7228
Petite Jar: #7248
Large Jar: #7238
Reed Diffuser: #7258
5 Wick Hearth: #7288
Classic Candle: #7348
Small Jar: #7358
Mini Tin: #7218

Not Pictured:
Luxe Jar: #7378
Room & Body Spray: #7278
Diffuser Oil: #7418

JAPONICA: Mokara
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APPLE BLUE CLOVER
Aquatic
At sunrise, fresh Clover springs from morning grass while Violet  
emerges to meet it. Collectively breathing and sighing with spring’s  
freshness, Roses, Lily of the Valley, Cucumber, Jasmine and Melon 
blossom at once to create an extraordinary bouquet. With Apple  
Blue Clover, it’s a beautiful day.

LUXE JAR
#73724

LARGE JAR
#72324

REED DIFFUSER
#72524

PETITE JAR
#72424

SMALL JAR
#73524

DIFFUSER OIL
#74124

JAPONICA: Apple Blue Clover

5 WICK HEARTH
#72824

CLASSIC CANDLE
#73424

ROOM SPRAY
#72724

3 WICK TIN
#72224

MINI TIN
#72124
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FRENCH CADE LAVENDER
Woody
The rustic, woodsy and herbaceous nature of sun-drenched  
Provence is harvested with an aromatic infusion of lush Lavender, 
rare French Cade Wood and vivid Lemon Verbena. Embodying a  
true farm to table experience, feel the creation of refreshing and  
calming energy, like a breeze on a summer day.

Available in: 
3 Wick Tin: #7224
Petite Jar: #7244
Large Jar: #7234
Reed Diffuser: #7254
5 Wick Hearth: #7284
Classic Candle: #7344
Small Jar: #7354
Mini Tin: #7214

Not Pictured:
Luxe Jar: #7374
Room & Body Spray: #7274 
Diffuser Oil: #7414

JAPONICA: French Cade Lavender
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BALTIC AMBER
Woody
Warm up the ambience with an irresistibly sensual soirée of  
honeyed Amber Resin, velvety Woods and the rich incense  
of smoldering Vanilla Orchid. Bask in the swoon-worthy golden 
glow that radiates and inspires lingering warmth. Fall under the  
spell and prepare to be enchanted…

SMALL JAR
#7353

PETITE JAR
#7243

DIFFUSER OIL
#7413

REED DIFFUSER
#7253

LARGE JAR
#7233

LUXE JAR
#7373

JAPONICA: Baltic Amber

5 WICK HEARTH
#7283

CLASSIC CANDLE
#7343

ROOM SPRAY
#7273

3 WICK TIN
#7223

MINI TIN
#7213
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FORBIDDEN FIG
Citrus/Fruity
Unearth the pure magnificence of the wild fig tree. Rooted down in the dry sun-drenched 
soil, smooth white bark unfolds with fragrant facets of lush green leaves. This matriarch 
of the orchard is crowned with succulent dark fruits, filled with coveted sweet nectar, and 
armed with sophisticated woody stalks. The rustling wind sweeps up the essence of plump 
wild berries and fallen crushed leaves, leaving you with an aromatic fragrance so sweet and 
alluring that it earns its name-  Forbidden Fig. 

Available in: 
3 Wick Tin: #72225
Petite Jar: #72425
Large Jar: #72325
Reed Diffuser: #72525
5 Wick Hearth: #72825
Classic Candle: #73425
Small Jar: #73525
Mini Tin: #72125

Not Pictured:
Luxe Jar: #73725
Room & Body Spray: #72725 
Diffuser Oil: #74125

JAPONICA: Forbidden Fig

31
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GOJI TAROCCO ORANGE
Citrus/Fruity
Boldly thrilling, this vivid scent shakes Ripe Mango and  
bittersweet Goji Berries wide awake, while resting on a  
bed of tangy Blood Orange. Arousing the senses with tart  
Tangerine and piquant Pomelo nectar, the freshly squeezed 
and exhilarating aromatic instantly lifts the spirits and adds  
vibrant shine to the day.

REED DIFFUSER
#7251

LUXE JAR
#7371

LARGE JAR
#7231

DIFFUSER OIL
#7411

SMALL JAR
#7351

PETITE JAR
#7241

JAPONICA: Goji Tarocco Orange

5 WICK HEARTH
#7281

CLASSIC CANDLE
#7341

ROOM SPRAY
#7271

3 WICK TIN
#7221

MINI TIN
#7211
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MOSO BAMBOO
Woody
Roam a woodland trail and light a path to the forest, where the  
scent of the great outdoors thrives with Huckleberry vines amid  
tall Japanese Cypress boughs. Lush, green thickets flourish in  
fertile, dark, musky soil, while Fresh Bamboo saplings blend with  
strong, tall reeds, interwoven with greenery. Enter your secret tree 
house and breathe in. 

Available in: 
3 Wick Tin: #7229
Petite Jar: #7249
Large Jar: #7239
Reed Diffuser: #7259
5 Wick Hearth: #7289
Classic Candle: #7349
Small Jar: #7359
Mini Tin: #7219

Not Pictured:
Luxe Jar: #7379
Room & Body Spray: #7279 

JAPONICA: Moso Bamboo
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SANTIAGO HUCKLEBERRY
Citrus/Fruity
Playfully tart summer berries explode and trickle delicately  
as their sweet juice is enveloped into a cloud burst of Vanilla  
Bean and Sugar Cane. Favored for joyous celebrations of  
simple pleasures, and ideal to keep on hand for the inevitable 
gift giving “jam”.

REED DIFFUSER
#7252

LUXE JAR
#7372

LARGE JAR
#7232

SMALL JAR
#7352

PETITE JAR
#7242 

JAPONICA: Santiago Huckleberry

5 WICK HEARTH
#7282

CLASSIC CANDLE
#7342

ROOM SPRAY
#7272

3 WICK TIN
#7222

MINI TIN
#7212
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5-WICK HEARTH CANDLE
123 oz / 3.5kg  •  Burn Time: 250 hrs
Our largest format! A gorgeous 5-wick 
glass candle embossed in the iconic 
Japonica wood block pattern. Topped with
an elegant glass lid that doubles as a base.

LUXE CANDLE
44 oz / 1.2kg  •  Burn Time: 140 hrs
The iconic large jar has leveled up, twice 
the size and wicks, burning for 140 hrs. 
Add a statement piece to your home, while
filling it with your favorite Voluspa fragrance.  

12 oz / 340g  •  Burn Time: 40 hrs
A graceful urn-shaped container features  
triple wicks that creates a generous melted  
wax pool when in use.

3 WICK TIN CANDLE
3.4 fl oz / 100ml  •  Product Life: 4-6 mo
Designed using 10 fine-gauge rattan  
reeds to increase fragrance distribution.
*Tester Format Available

REED DIFFUSER

PRODUCT FORMATS
JAPONICA COLLECTION

JAPONICA Product Formats

ROOM & BODY SPRAY
3.4 fl oz / 100ml
This lustrous glass container is filled 
with a fragrance you can mist wherever 
you want it most - the home, body or both.
*Tester Format Available

MINI TIN CANDLE
4 oz / 113g  •  Burn Time: 25 hrs
A petite candle in a decorative metal 
container. Perfect for travel or sprinkled
around the home.

 
9oz CLASSIC CANDLE
9 oz / 255g  •  Burn Time: 60 hrs
This stunning Classic Candle is wrapped 
in our iconic Japonica pattern with a sleek 
tapered edge, packaged in a decorative 
box with metallic accents.
*Tester Format Available

LARGE JAR CANDLE
18 oz / 510g  •  Burn Time: 100 hrs
A Japonica best-seller! Featuring our  
custom embossed glass wrapped in  
the iconic Japonica pattern. Featuring  
a decorative tin lid that can be used to  
extinguish the candle and keep dust 
free when not in use.

3.2 oz / 90g  •  Burn Time: 25 hrs
The custom embossed Japonica glass 
candle comes complete with coordinating 
metal lid. Great for small spaces or travel!

PETITIE JAR CANDLE
5.5 oz / 156g  •  Burn Time: 50 hrs
Your favorite scent in a darling mini format. 
Voluspa’s custom designed Small Jar Candle 
is embossed from top to bottom in the iconic 
Japonica wood block pattern. 

SMALL JAR CANDLE
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SPARKLING CUVÉE
FRAGRANCE SPOTLIGHT

Your olfactory aperitif for every unforgettable occasion, with notes of
 Sparkling Wine, Pomelo, Woody Oak & Rose Petals.
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SPARKLING CUVÉE
Citrus / Fruity
Pop a bottle of Voluspa’s finest blend, it’s time to celebrate! A mix of beautiful aromatic 
complexity, Sparkling Cuvée opens with vivacious fruit tones of Sparkling Grapefruit, Pomelo and 
Red Currant. The effervescence of Sparkling Wine is the heart of the celebration, with bubbles 
cascading to the surface, dancing and mingling with juicy Nectarine and Bulgarian Rose Petals. 
A velvety, smooth finish of Barrel Oak serves as the perfect stage for this aromatic affair. Raise a 
glass of Sparkling Cuvée, your olfactory aperitif for every unforgettable occasion.

REED DIFFUSER
#72529

2 WICK HEARTH
#73629

LARGE JAR
#73329

DIFFUSER OIL
#74129 

SMALL JAR
#73529

JAPONICA HOLIDAY: Sparkling Cuvée

5 WICK HEARTH
#72829

CLASSIC CANDLE
#73429

3 WICK TIN
#72229

MINI TIN
#72129
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JARDIN DE VERVEINE
INTRODUCING

Peer through stalks of Lemongrass, Verbena, Lime and Jasmine
as you enter the overgrown threshold of an alchemist’s sanctuary. 
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JARDIN DE VERVEINE
Green
Peer through stalks of lemongrass and verbena as you enter the overgrown threshold of an 
alchemist’s sanctuary. As you soak in your surroundings, a zesty citrus and herbal accord 
cultivates your curiosity and enlightens your spirit. Stimulate your senses with notes of 
Lemon, May Chang and Lemongrass, softened with a heart of Verbena, Lime, Geranium 
and a hint of Jasmine. Your thoughts and energy are suddenly refreshed by green Anise 
notes and a flash of Mint. This is where the magic happens... 

PETITE JAR
#8248

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8208

LUXE CANDLE
#8238

5 WICK HEARTH
#8508

MAISON NOIR: Jardin de Verveine

REED DIFFUSER
#8258

3 WICK TIN
#8228

MINI TIN
#8218

DIFFUSER OIL
#8708
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As you soak in your surroundings,
a zesty citrus and herbal accord
cultivates your curiosity and
enlightens your spirit.
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MAISON NOIR
COLLECTION
From our house to your home— Our Maison Noir Collection is abundantly 
aromatic with bold upfront notes that are intriguing at first, then evolve to arouse 
the senses and soothe the soul. Illuminating a rich ambience in any space, this 
collection pops with a variety of notes ranging from crisp champagne to amber 
incense and warm vanilla to smoky cedar. Bold notes of citron grapefruit, cotton 
flower and patchouli top off the collection, creating an alluring, sensual soiree of 
fragrances. 

Curated by true artisans, the Maison Noir range invites you to step inside and 
experience passionate fragrances, inspired by the beauty of art and nature. 
Available in a variety of scents and sizes, each illuminates spaces with flawless 
scent performance. Maison Noir is highly covetable with luxurious black 
packaging, accents of iconic patterns and beautifully embossed textures— 
all finished with metallic gold details and meticulous color patterns… 
compliments to any Maison. 
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PINK CITRON GRAPEFRUIT
Citrus/Fruity
Pucker up for a kiss from the sun! Fall in love with an explosion of 
exuberantly ripe Pink Grapefruit and succulent Starfruit flourishing in  
a lavish, natural orchard habitat, awaiting harvest. Caressed by wild Rose 
bushes and abundantly lush Cassis Berry vines; VOLUSPA Pink Citron  
Grapefruit is a classic ray of light, and always in good taste. It’s positively  
mouth-watering. Let the sunshine in.

PETITE JAR
#8245

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8205

LUXE CANDLE
#8235 

5 WICK HEARTH
#8505

MAISON NOIR: Pink Citron Grapefruit

REED DIFFUSER
#8255

3 WICK TIN
#8225

MINI TIN
#8215

DIFFUSER OIL
#8705
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FREESIA CLEMENTINE
Citrus/Fruity
The performance opens with the clear and vibrant voices of the  
illustrious Sevilla Clementine, Mulberry Nectar and California Plum.  
This dazzling fruit is joined in chorus by Freesia, Pink Wisteria, and  
Chinese Peony, the renowned harmony trio forming the floral heartbeat 
of the ensemble. Enhancing this symphony of scent are featured  
soloists: Blue Lotus, Mirabelle and Violet, each adding classic color  
to the blossoming melody. This superbly dynamic group of performers  
broadcasts a masterful composition of vivid, fruit and floral pageantry.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8506

LUXE CANDLE
#8236

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8206

PETITE JAR
#8246

MAISON NOIR: Freesia Clementine

REED DIFFUSER
#8256

3 WICK TIN
#8226

MINI TIN
#8216
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FRENCH LINEN
Warm/Spiced
Prepare to be entranced by this fragrant reverie, inspired by drifting  
into slumber in freshly washed linen sheets dried by the sun’s rays  
and air tumbled by a gentle breeze…Slip into this soft, airy olfactory  
comforter, filled with, cloud like notes that gently envelope infinitely  
warm and cozy. Drift off in a dreamy, tranquil halo of Solar Amber,  
Cotton Flower, sun dried Vanilla Bean with Citrus Peel, and White  
Cedar, to wash away the cares…VOLUSPA French Linen, a dream  
companion for bedside and beyond…

5 WICK HEARTH
#8504

LUXE CANDLE
#8234 

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8204

PETITE JAR
#8244

MAISON NOIR: French Linen

REED DIFFUSER
#8254

3 WICK TIN
#8224

MINI TIN
#8214

DIFFUSER OIL
#8704 
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BURNING WOODS
Woody
A rich warming accord with top notes of aromatic cut wood from Fir Balsam and Himalayan 
Juniper freshly gathered on a glowing hearth of Herbal Sage, Smokey Cade, and Burning 
Woods. Enhanced by enticing tonalities of Embers, warm Patchouli Mist, and Cedarwood. 
Elevate your space with the scent of Burning Woods.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8507

LUXE CANDLE
#8237

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8207

PETITE JAR
#8247

MAISON NOIR: Burning Woods

REED DIFFUSER
#8257

3 WICK TIN
#8227

MINI TIN
#8217
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SUEDE NOIR
Woody
Night covers day with a shaded embrace in a lush excursion  
into a complex, yet smooth sensuality. Distant lights flicker against  
a velvet midnight sky, the cool night air exudes a profusion fleeting  
scents: Vintage Dark Suede, burning Palo Santo, traces of Patchouli, 
trails of smoky Hemp, Tobacco and the softly rising Vanilla Moon...
All is delicately hushed like the familiar mellifluous voice on an old  
vinyl record.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8503

LUXE CANDLE
#8233 

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8203

PETITE JAR
#8243

MAISON NOIR: Suede Noir

REED DIFFUSER
#8253

3 WICK TIN
#8223

MINI TIN
#8213
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AMBRE LUMIERE
Warm/Spiced
The earth’s treasure comes to light in a mystical, aromatic meditation  
based on ancient Amber Incense, precious ceremonial Burning Wood, 
Ground Spices, Pods and Resins; all used for centuries to arouse the  
senses and soothe the soul. The aromatic radiance of this timeless  
scent instills a sense of calm, welcome, and well-being. VOLUSPA  
Ambre Lumiere: Reflect warmth in home and in spirit.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8502

LUXE CANDLE
#8232

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8202

PETITE JAR
#8242

MAISON NOIR: Ambre Lumiere

REED DIFFUSER
#8252

3 WICK TIN
#8222

MINI TIN
#8212 
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PRODUCT FORMATS
MAISON NOIR COLLECTION

5 WICK HEARTH
123oz / 3.5kg  •  Burn Time: 250 hrs
Our largest format! A gorgeous 5-wick glass 
candle embossed in the Maison pattern. 
This extravagant candle has a fill of 123 
oz, making it the ultimate gift for a candle 
lover. Topped with an elegant glass lid that 
doubles as a base, creating a beautiful 
statement piece indoors or out. 

PETITE JAR CANDLE CLASSIC CANDLE

3 WICK TINREED DIFFUSER LUXE CANDLE

MINI TIN CANDLE
4.5oz / 127g  •  Burn Time: 35 hrs
A surprising hint of decor for any small 
space. This 4.5 oz candle is small yet 
eye-catching, wrapped and embossed with 
the maison pattern.Topped with a highly 
decorative tin lid. 

6 fl oz / 177ml  •  Product Life: 4-6 mo
Designed with an opaque white finish, 
using 18 fine-gauged rattan reeds, this 
custom diffuser is powerful without being 
overwhelming. Flip the reeds every other 
week for added life and fragrance. 

9.5oz / 269g  •  Burn Time: 60 hrs
A classic sleek jar candle with a glass lid.
The opaque white glass candle is designed to sit
perfectly in the depression on the lid when lit. This 
stunning duo is elegantly packaged in a decorative
box with metallic accents.

30oz / 910g  •  Burn Time: 80 hrs
Voluspa’s signature Maison pattern wrapped 
and embossed from base to lid. The triple wick 
configuration transforms the ambience with it’s 
reflective glow. As a finishing touch, the candle is 
perfectly designed to fit in the depression on the lid 
when lit. 

4oz / 113g  •  Burn Time: 25 hrs
Our iconic mini tin took on a new 
look and feel with the Maison pattern 
embossing. Perfect for travel or 
sprinkled around the home. 

12 oz / 340g  •  Burn Time: 40 hrs
Our iconic tin took on a new look and 
feel with the Maison pattern embossing. 
A graceful urn-shaped container 
featuring triple wicks that create a 
generous melted wax pool when in use.
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MAISON BLANC
COLLECTION
From our house to your home— Our Maison Blanc Collection ignites your 
senses with striking notes that evoke the freshness of nature. Creating an 
over-indulgence that leaves your mouth watering, this collection pops with 
pulpy persimmon, muddled peaches, intoxicating white florals and cool 
citrus. Maison Blanc is finished with comforting sensations of buttery soft 
suede and a refreshing ocean breeze. Allow this bright blend of fragrances 
to lift your spirits and transform any lackluster day into a celebration. 

Curated by true artisans, the Maison Blanc range invites you to step inside 
and experience passionate fragrances, inspired by the beauty of art and 
nature. Available in a variety of scents and sizes, each illuminates spaces 
with flawless scent performance. Maison Blanc is highly covetable with 
luxurious white packaging, accents of iconic patterns and beautifully 
embossed textures— all finished with metallic gold details and 
meticulous color patterns… compliments to any Maison. 
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WILDFLOWERS
Floral
You’ve been called to dance among the wildflowers, losing yourself in the  beauty of this unruly 
floral sea. Lightly pass your hand over a kaleidoscope  of Native Wildflowers, blooming Golden 
Poppy, Ambrosia and springing Herbs;  sugared by misty vapors of Blue Agave and delicately 
kissed by the rising  Citron sun. Gently coax this fragrant super bloom of Voluspa’s Wildflowers.

LUXE CANDLE
#8138

5 WICK HEARTH
#8408

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8108

PETITE JAR
#8148

MAISON BLANC: Wildflowers

MINI TIN
#8118

DIFFUSER OIL
#8308

3 WICK TIN
#8128 

REED DIFFUSER
#8158
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EUCALYPTUS & WHITE SAGE
Green
Breathe in… and out. Rejuvenate your body and soul with the hypnotic vapors of Eucalyptus and 
White Sage, giving way to mystical soothing properties. Let worries fade away with this aromatic 
sun salutation. Notes of crushed Eucalyptus leaves, Cardamom, herbaceous White Sage, and 
sun-warmed Hinoki Bark create a kinship of peace and vitality, illuminating feelings of renewal. 
Make Voluspa’s Eucalyptus & White Sage part of your daily routine. Namaste.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8407

LUXE CANDLE
#8137

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8107

PETITE JAR
#8147

MAISON BLANC: Eucalyptus & White Sage

DIFFUSER OIL
#8307

MINI TIN
#8117

3 WICK TIN
#8127 

REED DIFFUSER
#8157
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SAIJO PERSIMMON
Citrus/Fruity
A sweet liaison of pulpy, fresh  Persimmon engaged in a fruity  
and  delicious flirtation as Nectarine, Peach,  Red Currant and  
Cassis fall under its  fragrant thrall. Billowing bouquets of  White  
Jasmine offer the ultimate mouth- watering, pick-me up scent. 
This fruity,  fragrant fling has the makings of a  passionate, long- 
lasting love story.

PETITE JAR
#8142

5 WICK HEARTH
#8402

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8102

LUXE CANDLE
#8132

MAISON BLANC: Saijo Persimmon

DIFFUSER OIL
#8302

MINI TIN
#8112

3 WICK TIN
#8122

REED DIFFUSER
#8152
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SUEDE BLANC
Woody
Wrap up in a jacket of  soft, supple well-worn  Suede; 
Low-key, mellow, infinitely smooth. Its sultry  caress  
envelopes one  and all in a veil of smooth  sensuality,  
delivering comfort  to any atmosphere.

PETITE JAR
#8141

LUXE CANDLE
#8131

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8101

5 WICK HEARTH
#8401

MAISON BLANC: Suede Blanc

DIFFUSER OIL
#8301

3 WICK TIN
#8121

REED DIFFUSER
#8151

MINI TIN
#8111
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ITALIAN BELLINI
Citrus/Fruity
Drink in the effervescent scent  of iconic sparkling Champagne -   
a cocktail of fresh white Peach,  pureed with Berries and delicate 
Rosewater. This festive scent  says “Cheers!” transforming  a  
lackluster day into a  celebration in its own right.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8406

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8106

LUXE CANDLE
#8136

PETITE JAR
#8146

MAISON BLANC: Italian Bellini

MINI TIN
#8116

3 WICK TIN
#8126

REED DIFFUSER
#8156
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MOROCCAN MINT TEA
Green
Welcoming relief from the desert heat, Moroccan Mint Tea blends  
crisp, cool Citrus and green Spearmint with an intriguing floral heart  
of Linden Blossom, Neroli, Jasmine and Ylang Ylang. Instantly invite 
in serenity with a hint of pleasant euphoria.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8404

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8104

LUXE CANDLE
#8134

PETITE JAR
#8144

MAISON BLANC: Moroccan Mint Tea

MINI TIN
#8114

3 WICK TIN
#8124

REED DIFFUSER
#8154
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LAGUNA
Aquatic
Catch this wave and sink into the sensation of sunshine  
and Sea  Salt spray. Fresh Marine gives way  to shoreline  
mist with a gentle ripple,  while garlands of Plumeria blossoms,  
 Island Gardenia, Orange Blossom  and Coconut Palms sway  
through  the cloudless, azure sky. It’s always  a day at the beach.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8403

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8103

LUXE CANDLE
#8133

PETITE JAR
#8143

MAISON BLANC: Laguna

MINI TIN
#8113

3 WICK TIN
#8123

REED DIFFUSER
#8153
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GARDENIA COLONIA
Floral
This floral fragrance lifts with heady,  exotic Gardenia Grandiflorum, 
Night  Blooming Jasmine and Iris. Vapors  of Blonde Wood and  
Amber embrace  and mingle with this intoxicating floral  bouquet -  
creating a sultry, fragrant cloud  so smooth, the beauty and power  
of it’s  velvety aroma seems almost dreamlike.

5 WICK HEARTH
#8405

CLASSIC CANDLE
#8105

LUXE CANDLE
#8135

PETITE JAR
#8145

MAISON BLANC: Gardenia Colonia

MINI TIN
#8115

3 WICK TIN
#8125

REED DIFFUSER
#8155
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PRODUCT FORMATS
MAISON BLANC COLLECTION

5 WICK HEARTH
123oz / 3.5kg  •  Burn Time: 250 hrs
Our largest format! A gorgeous 5-wick glass 
candle embossed in the Maison pattern. 
This extravagant candle has a fill of 123 oz, 
making it the ultimate gift for a candle lover. 
Topped with an elegant glass lid that doubles 
as a base, creating a beautiful statement 
piece indoors or out. 

PETITE JAR CANDLE CLASSIC CANDLE

3 WICK TINREED DIFFUSER

MINI TIN CANDLE

LUXE CANDLE

4.5oz / 127g  •  Burn Time: 35 hrs
A surprising hint of decor for any small 
space. This 4.5 oz candle is small yet 
eye-catching, wrapped and embossed with 
the maison pattern.Topped with a highly 
decorative tin lid. 

6 fl oz / 177ml  •  Product Life: 4-6 mo
Designed with an opaque white finish, 
using 18 fine-gauged rattan reeds, this 
custom diffuser is powerful without being 
overwhelming. Flip the reeds every other 
week for added life and fragrance. 

9.5oz / 269g  •  Burn Time: 60 hrs
A classic sleek jar candle with a glass lid.
The opaque white glass candle is designed to sit
perfectly in the depression on the lid when lit. This 
stunning duo is elegantly packaged in a decorative
box with metallic accents.

4oz / 113g  •  Burn Time: 25 hrs
Our iconic mini tin took on a new 
look and feel with the Maison pattern 
embossing. Perfect for travel or 
sprinkled around  the home. 

12 oz / 340g  •  Burn Time: 40 hrs
Our iconic tin took on a new look and feel with the 
Maison pattern embossing. A graceful urn-shaped 
container featuring triple wicks that create a 
generous melted wax pool when in use.

30oz / 910g  •  Burn Time: 80 hrs
Voluspa’s signature Maison pattern wrapped 
and embossed from base to lid. The triple 
wick configuration transforms the ambience 
with it’s reflective glow. As a finishing touch, 
the candle is perfectly designed to fit in the 
depression on the lid when lit. 
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HAND CARE
INTRODUCING

Voluspa’s hand crafted fine fragrances and luxurious creamy coconut base are translated into
the ultimate aromatic hand therapy experience. Complete your daily routines lathered in your

beloved Maison Fragrances, inspired by the beauty of art and nature. Available in a variety
of fragrances and formats, each ignites your senses with flawless scent performance.

Enter a world where fine fragrance and daily rituals go hand in hand.
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SAIJO PERSIMMON
Persimmon, Peach

 & Jasmine

EUCALYPTUS & WHITE SAGE
Eucalyptus, Cardamom, White Sage

& Sun-Warmed Hinoki Bark

SUEDE BLANC
Buttery Sueded Leather, Amber

and Cedar

#8161 #8171
Hand Soap Hand Lotion Hand Soap Hand Lotion

Hand Soap Hand Lotion

Hand Soap Hand Lotion

Hand Soap Hand Lotion

#8162 #8172

#8264 #8274

#8167 #8177

#8265 #8275

FRENCH LINEN
Cotton Flower, White Cedar
& Sun Dried Vanilla Bean

PINK CITRON GRAPEFRUIT
Ripe Citron Grapefruit, Tart Cassis

& Subtle Rose

SOAPS & LOTIONS
INTRODUCING

Voluspa’s moisturizing Hand Soaps & Lotions are highly covetable, with elegant soft-touch finished bottles, 
wrapped in classic black or white Maison artwork. Pops of distinctive secondary color are coupled with 

accents of muted gold. Each bottle is custom designed in-house and created with Post-Consumer
Recycled material. The perfect balance of beauty and function— From our house to your home...
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SAIJO PERSIMMON
Persimmon, Peach

 & Jasmine

#8182

SUEDE BLANC
Buttery Sueded Leather, Amber

and Cedar

#8181

EUCALYPTUS & WHITE SAGE
Eucalyptus, Cardamom, White Sage

& Sun-Warmed Hinoki Bark

#8187

FRENCH LINEN
Cotton Flower, White Cedar

& Sun Dried Vanilla Bean

#8284

PINK CITRON GRAPEFRUIT
Ripe Citron Grapefruit, Tart Cassis

& Subtle Rose

#8285

HAND CREAMS
Voluspa’s moisturizing Hand Creams were specifically designed with an applicator pump 

to easily moisturize and revive your senses on the go, while maintaining a luxurious 
appearance. Each hand cream is packaged in a decorative box, as one always wants to 

gift their favorite personal care item.

INTRODUCING
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GIFT SETS
Discover our collection of pre-curated gift

sets, packaged to perfection in artistic designs,
embossed textures and metallic embellishments—
just add a bow! These sets make excellent gifts for 

loved ones for every special occasion, from their 
wedding day, to Mother’s Day and beyond.

NEW! HOME REFRESH SMALL JAR CANDLE TRIO
Item #73599
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NEW! WILDFLOWERS SUPERBLOOM GIFT SET
Item #81605

BEST SELLERS PEDESTAL CANDLE GIFT SET
2.5 oz / 72g  •  Burn Time: 25 hrs each
A 4 piece candle set featuring our top selling Japonica fragrances 
in embossed Mini Pedestal Glass Jars. Packaged to perfection in 
a bold colorful box with metallic accents, perfect for gifting. 
Item #7395

JAPONICA ARCHIVE GIFT SET
1.25 oz / 35g  •  Burn Time: 15 hrs each
This beautifully packaged collectible features
our signature Japonica Collection fragrances
in 12 embossed glass votives.
Item #73999

GIFT SETS: Product Formats

NEW! HOME REFRESH SMALL JAR CANDLE TRIO
5.5 oz / 156g  •  Burn Time: 50 hrs each
In need of a Home Refresh? We have hand-picked three highly 
covetable fragrances from the Japonica Collection. A range 
of globally inspired home fragrances designed for an exquisite 
sensory journey throughout the home. Featuring: French Cade 
Lavender, Kalahari Watermelon and Jasmine Midnight Blooms. 
Item #73599

NEW! WILDFLOWERS SUPERBLOOM GIFT SET
*Pictured left
You’ve been called to dance among the wildflowers, losing yourself 
in the beauty of this unruly floral sea. Lightly pass your hand over a 
kaleidoscope of Native Wildflowers, blooming with notes of Springing 
Herbs, Golden Poppy and Ambrosia, delicately kissed by the rising 
Citron sun. Coax the fragrant superbloom of Voluspa’s Wildflowers. 
Includes: Wildflowers Petite Jar, Classic Candle, Reed Diffuser.
Item #81605
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CANDLE &
DIFFUSER SETS

JAPONICA

Take your pick from 5 timeless scents, perfectly paired with luxe glass
vessels. These giftable sets are sure to please anyone on your list.
The outer box is embossed in the iconic Japonica wood block pattern
and colored by fragrance. The inside contains one scalloped edge candle
and one colored diffuser with 10 fine-gauge black reeds.

Candle Volume: 6.2 oz / 176g  •  Burn Time: 50 hrs
Diffuser Volume: 3.4 fl oz / 100ml  •  Product Life: 4-6 months

GIFT SETS: Product Formats

MOKARA 
#7298

GOJI TAROCCO ORANGE 
#72931

FRENCH CADE LAVENDER 
#72932

MOSO BAMBOO 
#72930
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FRAGRANCE OIL DIFFUSER
Your partner in experiencing life in color.

FRAGRANCE 
THROW 

You’re the boss! Enjoy an 
olfactory experience tailored to
your taste. More fragrance oil
drops = stronger fragrance.

PORTABLE 
& CORDLESS

Allows fragrance to accompany 
you from room to room, or while 

traveling, both near and far. 

AUTOMATIC
SHUT OFF

You have enough to think about— 
Place your Fragrance Oil Diffuser in 

your desired location and let the 
fragrance transform your space for 
over 3 hours on a single full charge.

MATCH 
YOUR MOOD

Punctuate your day by 
pairing fragrance with

 your mood. 

Embark on a journey through the senses. Voluspa’s ultrasonic Fragrance Oil Diffuser effortlessly scents your 
space and uplifts your mood with the push of a button. Experience Voluspa’s globally-sourced fine fragrances 

and essential oils wherever the day may lead you.
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BLACK FRAGRANCE OIL DIFFUSER
#74101

 Voluspa’s Fragrance Oil Diffuser was designed with simplicity in mind to enhance any atmosphere. The silhouette 
masters the elegance of symmetry and is built to last. Anchored by a weighted metal body and styled in the 

signature Voluspa manner, it features chrome gold embellishments and a black or white finish. The experience 
is as flawless as the design— a simple one-button operation that instantly uplifts the mood and ambience of 

your space. The diffuser is rechargeable and portable, with no need to hassle with cords, allowing your favorite 
fragrances to move freely with you, serving as the olfactory soundtrack to your life. 

Tank Size: 50 mL  •  Diffusing Capacity: 500sq ft

FRAGRANCE OIL DIFFUSER
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MAISON NOIR MAISON BLANC

Voluspa fragrances are uniquely sourced from around the globe, blending sustainable ingredients, 
fine fragrance and essential oils. Transform your space and live life in color with Voluspa’s 

ultrasonic Fragrance Diffuser Oil, captured in a luxe decorative bottle. For the optimal home 
fragrance experience, add 5 to 10 drops of oil to your device. Control fragrance intensity by 

adjusting the amount of drops to achieve your preferred ambient scent.
Turn on and transform your space. 

NEW! JARDIN DE VERVEINE
Lemongrass, Verbena, Lime,

and a hint of Jasmine

 #8708

NEW! SUEDE BLANC
Buttery Sueded Leather,

Amber & Cedar 

#8301

NEW! EUCALYPTUS
& WHITE SAGE

Eucalyptus, White Sage & Hinoki Bark

#8307

NEW! PINK CITRON GRAPEFRUIT
Ripe Citron Grapefruit,

Tart Cassis & Subtle Rose

#8705

NEW! FRENCH LINEN
Cotton Flower, White Cedar
& Sun Dried Vanilla Bean

#8704

NEW! SAIJO PERSIMMON
Persimmon, Peach

 & Jasmine

#8302

NEW! WILDFLOWERS
Native Wildflowers, Golden Poppy, 

Springing Herbs & Soft Citrus 

#8308

FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER OILS
JAPONICA COLLECTION

GOJI TAROCCO ORANGE
Goji Berry, Ripe Mango 

& Tarocco Orange

#7411

FRENCH CADE LAVENDER
French Cade Wood, Verbena 

& Bulgarian Lavender

#7414

PANJORE LYCHEE
Panjore Lychee, Cassis 

& Juicy Asian Pear

#7416

APPLE BLUE CLOVER
Andean Blue Clover, Apple 

& Oak Moss

#74124

BALTIC AMBER
Amber Resin, Sandalwood 

& Vanilla Orchid

#7413

MOKARA
Mokara Orchid, White Lily  

& Spring Moss

#7418

FORBIDDEN FIG
Ripened Fig, Velvety Musk, Midnight 

Rose & Fig Leaf

#74125

KALAHARI WATERMELON
Chilled Watermelon, Pressed  

Lime & Holy Basil

#74127

SPARKLING CUVÉE
Sparkling Wine, Pomelo, Woody Oak

& Rose Petals

#74129

NEW! JASMINE MIDNIGHT BLOOMS
Egyptian Jasmine, Tuberose
Moonflower & Dune Grass

#74134
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VERMEIL
COLLECTION
The Vermeil Collection knows no bounds. This multifaceted 
fragrance collection holds its own in achieving reverence and 
sophistication that permeates each season. Find your fragrance 
and enjoy its light, as each Vermeil wonder rolls with the changing 
tides, while holding steadfast in both luxurious fragrance and art 
deco design. 

An unveiling of modern pastels on reflective mirrored
surfaces, each candle vessel entices the eye with a 
surprise luxe gold interior. The design focal point, the
star embellishment, is translated onto the glass and
packaging, while the custom glass work captures the
antique glass style of the 1920s. Experience the crown 
jewel of your home decor. 
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SPARKLING ROSE
Floral
Envision life through rose colored glasses with an effervescent  
cocktail of innocence and guile in a charming scent, bursting  
with the fizzy flash and sparkle of Pink Prosecco resting against 
the sweet purity of delicate, pink Rose Petals in a scent so  
disarmingly lovely that one is left giddy, enchanted and utterly  
intoxicated by its glistening beauty…

REED DIFFUSER
#68511

CLASSIC CANDLE
#66411

LARGE JAR
#66311

SMALL JAR
#68711

VERMEIL: Sparkling Rose

GRANDE MAISON
#68411

OCTAGON TIN
#68611

MINI TIN
#68211
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COCONUT PAPAYA
Citrus/Fruity
Seeking refuge from an unremitting heat wave under a rickety  
umbrella of cane, a delectable fruit drink was proffered as a form  
of solace. This concoction of pulpy, Sweet Ppapaya, Young White  
Peaches and Tropical Fruit, served almost frozen in the husk of a  
Coconut shell and surrounded by Tropical Flowers, sweetly perfumes 
every icy sip - creating an indelible memory that it is now the catalyst  
for a tropical refreshment known as VOLUSPA Coconut Papaya…  
Burn it to keep your cool.

REED DIFFUSER
#68515

CLASSIC CANDLE
#66415

LARGE JAR
#66315

SMALL JAR
#68715

VERMEIL: Coconut Papaya

GRANDE MAISON
#68415

OCTAGON TIN
#68615

MINI TIN
#68215
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CASA PACIFICA
Aquatic
Under a cloudless, sunny, blue sky, waves roll in and out along a  
seemingly endless shoreline. Surfers glide into shore effortlessly.  
A gentle marine breeze fills the wide-open windows of a small  
beach house and caresses it with the scent of Sea Salt, California  
Driftwood and Shore Brush. Get a California beach house vibe  
anytime, anywhere- feel the sand in your toes and breeze in your  
hair. Hold the candle to your ear, listen carefully- and you just might 
hear the tide rolling in…

REED DIFFUSER
#6857

CLASSIC CANDLE
#6647

LARGE JAR
#6637

SMALL JAR
#6877

VERMEIL: Casa Pacifica

GRANDE MAISON
#6847

OCTAGON TIN
#6867

MINI TIN
#6827
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MAKASSAR EBONY & PEACH
Woody
Wake in the deep sensual darkness of wood paired with fruit.  
Inhale the scent of solid Black Ebony and Mahogany with the  
succulence of ripe Peaches and Apple Blossom. Like discovering  
an overflowing fruit orchard in the deepest, darkest enchanted forest - 
imagine this irreverent scent combination, so appealing in its darkly,  
unexpected, juicy delight. A Voluspa classic, feel free to pick it.

REED DIFFUSER
#6852

CLASSIC CANDLE
#6642

LARGE JAR
#6632

SMALL JAR
#6872

VERMEIL: Makassar Ebony & Peach

MINI TIN
#6822

OCTAGON TIN
#6862

GRANDE MAISON
#6842
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BLOND TABAC
Warm/Spiced
Enter the drawing room of contentment with a scent of subtle  
elegance, reminiscent of tweed smoking jackets and smooth  
Perique pipe Tobacco. Vanilla Husk curls through Sandalwood  
paneled club rooms, mellowed by years of pleasure. This isn’t a 
pipe dream, it’s an invitation to breathe deeply and join the club  
of this richly storied scent.

REED DIFFUSER
#6859

CLASSIC CANDLE
#6649

LARGE JAR
#6639

SMALL JAR
#6879

VERMEIL: Blond Tabac

MINI TIN
#6829

OCTAGON TIN
#6869

GRANDE MAISON
#6849
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BOURBON VANILLE
Gourmand
Heat up your comfort zone with the decadence of French  
Bourbon Vanilla, far beyond the realm of the kitchen. Sultry, 
sensual and sophisticated Vanilla Bean Pulp is an invitation  
to give in to all temptation for the Vanilla connoisseur, as its 
rich scent warms and envelops the atmosphere, tantalizes  
the senses and inspires and arouses appetites in every room 
of the house.

REED DIFFUSER
#6854

CLASSIC CANDLE
#6644

LARGE JAR
#6634

SMALL JAR
#6874

VERMEIL: Bourbon Vanille

MINI TIN
#6824

OCTAGON TIN
#6864

GRANDE MAISON
#6844
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SILVER BIRCH PEPPERCORN
Warm/Spiced
The crisp winter air sends fallen leaves as invitations to stoke
the fire within. Spicy nuances of hulled Guatemalan cardamom
and fine tobacco mist lend a spark of intrigue, uncovering the
mysterious ornamental Pink Peppercorn draped among the
snow-topped evergreens. Don’t wander too far as the sweet 
comforts of honey, tonka bean and delicate woods cast warmth 
on your surroundings, inviting you to settle into its comforting glow.

REED DIFFUSER
#68518

CLASSIC CANDLE
#66418

LARGE JAR
#66318

SMALL JAR
#68718

VERMEIL: Silver Birch Peppercorn

MINI TIN
#6824

OCTAGON TIN
#68618

GRANDE MAISON
#68418
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PRODUCT FORMATS
VERMEIL COLLECTION

SMALL JAR
5.5oz / 156g  •  Burn Time: 50 hrs
Your favorite scent in a darling mini format. 
Voluspa’s custom designed Small Glass Jar 
candle is complete with a star 
embellished lid. 

CLASSIC CANDLE
9oz / 255g  •  Burn Time: 60 hrs
The Classic Candle is featured in 
Vermeil’s signature mirrored glass 
and antique technique style, with 
a sleek tapered silhouette. The 
versatile vessel is packaged in a 
decorative box adorn in metallic 
and embossed embellishments, 
perfect for gifting.

VERMEIL: Product Formats

MINI TIN CANDLE LARGE JAR

REED DIFFUSER OCTAGON TIN GRANDE MAISON

4oz / 113g  •  Burn Time: 25 hrs
Vermeil inspired embossing on 
our iconic mini tin, including a 
surprise luxe gold interior. Per-
fect for travel or sprinkled around 
your home. 

6.5 fl oz / 192ml  •  Product Life: 4-6 mo
Glass diffuser, using 18 fine-gauged 
rattan reeds, this custom diffuser is 
powerful without being overwhelming. 
Flip the reeds every other week 
for added life and fragrance. 

12 oz / 340g  •  Burn Time: 50 hrs
A beautiful octagon tin with a triple 
wick configuration, complete with a 
decorative lid and luxe gold interior. 

18 oz / 510g  •  Burn Time: 100 hrs
Voluspa’s iconic, custom-designed 
Large Jar candle is featured in Ver-
meil’s signature mirrored glass and 
pastel color palette. Vermeil Large 
Jars are topped with a decorative 
glass lid to keep the candle dust-
free when not in use. 

36oz / 1020g  •  Burn Time: 100 hrs
An elegant glass candle with a 
triple wick configuration, complete 
with a star embellished lid. This 
statement piece will illuminate any 
room in your home.
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www.voluspa.com   •   www.voluspa.eu

 @voluspacandles

 @Voluspa
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